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Keillor's 'Prairie'
entertains huge
crowd at CFSB
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HAWKINS TEAGUE I Ledger & Times
Above, "A Prairie Home Companion" host Garrison Keillor stands in the audience at the CFSB Center singing
during the warm-up to the live broadcast Saturday evening. At right, former members of Bill Monroe's Blue
Grass Boys play a song. Keillor invited nine musicians who had worked with Monroe in the past to celebrate
the 100th anniversary of his birth at the Murray show.
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Monday: Partly sunny. with a
high near 68. South southeast
wind between 5 and 9 mph.
Monday Night: Partly cloudy.
with a low around 52. South
southeast wind around 6 mph.
Tuesday: Partly sunny. with a
high near 71. South wind
between 7 and 13 mph. with
gusts as high as 20 mph.
Tuesday Night: An 80 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Low around 57.
South wind between 8 and 11
mph. with gusts as high as 18
mph.
Wednesday: A 50 percent
chance of showers. Partly
sunny, with a high near 61.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
joined the Grand Ole Opry in 1939 and told frequent stories at Keillor's request hire the detective to investigate his son's
Staff Writer
continued to perform with the Blue of their time on the road with Monroe, long-distance road trips. Actor Tim,
Close to 4,000 people came to Murray Grass Boys until his death in 1996.
The stories included Monroe making the Russell, as a character named Sonny
State University's CFSB Center
For the Murray show, Keillor invited band wake up on the bus in the middle Wells, said be was worried that his son,
Saturday to watch a live broadcast of several musicians who were members of -of the night to Play at a truck stop for was planning to leave Murray after gradGarrison Keillor's popular public radio the Blue Grass Boys over the years, customers who claimed they didn't uating from high school and playing
variety show, "A Prairie Home including Bob Black, Smart Duncan, believe Monroe was who he said he was; basketball for Western Kentucky
Companion."
Tom Ewing, Mark Hembree, Bobby Monroe grabbing a cicada that was mak- University, which predictably elicited
To mark the Kentucky performance, Hicks, Peter Rowan, Roland White and ing noise by a microphone and asking it boos from the audience.
the show served as a celebration of the Blake Williams. Kathy Chiavola, who if it wanted to perforni for the audience;
"I couldn't be more shocked if he dyad
100th anniversary of the birth of Bill turned down Monroe's offer to join the and,,
upon meeting Frank Sinatra, jok- his hainourple and he got a big, ugly tatMonroe, the father of bluegrass. Born in band, also sang on the show. Keillor said ingly asking him,"What is it you do?"
too on his forehead," Russell said. "I
on Sept. 13, 1911, in Rosine, a .small that over the years, there were a total of
Among the comedy sketches per- couldn't be more,shocked if I found out
community in Ohio County, Monroe 175 musicians who joined the band at formed on Saturday's show was a "Guy he was a liberal Democrat. My grandcreated the genre known as bluegrass some point.
Noir. Private Eye" sketch featuring a
with his band the Blue Grass Boys. He
The guests sang multiple songs and character from Murray who wanted to MI See Page 2

Big quake follows increase
in Oklahoma rumblings
By JUSTIN JUOZAPAVIThe magnitude 5.6 earthCIUS
quake and its aftershocks still
had residents rattled Sunday.
Associated Press
No injuries were reported, and
SPARKS, Okla. (AP) —
Clouds of dust belched from aside from a buckled highway
the comers of almost every and the collapse of a tower on
room in Joe Reneau's house as the St. Gregory's University
the biggest earthquake in Administration building, neiOklahoma history rocked the ther was any major damage.
But the weekend earthquakes
two-story building.
A roar that sounded like a were among the strongest yet
jiimbo jet filled the air, and in a state that has seen a draReneau's red-brick chimney matic, unexplained increase in
collapsed and fell into the roof seismic activity.
Oklahoma typically had
above the living room. By the
about 50 earthquakes a year
time the shaking stopped, a
until 2009. Then the number
pantry worth of food had been
spiked, and 1,047 quakes
strewn across the kitchen and
shook the state last year,
shards of glass and pottery prompting
researchers to
covered the floor.
install seismographs in the
"It was like WHAM!" said area. Still, most of the earthReneau, 75, gesturing with quakes have been small.
swipes of his arms. "I thought
Saturday night's big one joltin my mind the house would ed
State
Oklahoma
stand, but then again, maybe
•See Page 2
not."

ANGIE HATTON Ledger & Times
SEARCH AND RESCUE: About 25 local and regional registered emergecy service members participated in a free Basic Search and Rescue training class Saturday morning,
offered through the Kentucky Division of Emergency Mangement. Pictured, responders
learn how to read topographical maps. The group also participated in a search and resuce
drill. Regional Response Manager Mark Garland said the class was new for some, and 9

refresher for others.
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MI 'Prairie Home'...
From Front
daddy would just roll over in his grave if Junior
put on a 1-li!hoppers jersey. Thank goodness he is
dead, because it(would) kill him, it would."
At one point in the sketch, Noir, played by
Keillor, went to Bad Bob's BBQ to order some
food and ask for directions to Bowling Green.
After Noir discovered that the father's suspicions
were unfounded, the father still tattooed
"RACER" on his son's forehead.
"There - marked for life," Russell said triumphantly.
The show also featured a cast tribute to sound
effects artist Tom Keith, who died of a heart
attack at his St. Paul, Minn. home on Sunday. Oct.
30. Keith had acted and done sound effects for the
show for more than 30 years and continued to
perform in shows broadcast from St. Paul's
Fitzgerald Theater. He was also a longtime host of
Minnesota Public Radio's "Morning Show"
before retiring in 2008.
Keillor thanked fans of the show for writing let-

HAwkiNS TEAGuE / Ledger & Times
"A Prairie Home Companion" sounds effects man Fred Newman signs a poster for Pat Tracy
in the CFSB Center's Murray Room after the show Saturday.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Political candidates fanned out
across Kentucky in search of
votes on the final weekend
before a general election that
will fill a variety of leadership
spots, including governor.
Democratic
Gov. Steve
Beshear has been hop-scotching
the state since Friday holding
political rallies at airports.
Republican challenger David
Williams has concentrated
largely on the state's GOP
strongholds, hoping to get a
large turnout from his party's
faithful.
Candidates for agriculture
commissioner, attorney general,
auditor, secretary of state and
treasurer also have been making
their rounds ahead of'Tuesday's
Polling, while in homes across
Kentucky television viewers
have been bombarded with
some $20 million worth of ads.
University of Kentucky political scientist Steve Voss said the
political climate in Kentucky
appears to favor Democrats in
the state-level races, just a year
after voters elected conservative
Republican Rand Paul to the
U.S.Senate.

has the capacity to meet this
"The least of my concerns at
challenge," Obama said in a the moment is the politics of a
news conference at the meeting year from now," Obama said.
of leading industrialized and
"I'm worried about putting peodeveloping countries.
"I know it isn't easy, but what ple back to work right now
is absolutely critical — and because those folks are hurting
what the world looks for in and the U.S. economy is undermoments such as this — is performing."
action," he said."That's how we
He cast the jobs report as posconfronted our financial crisis in itive but said the pace
of the
the United States."
recovery shows "once again that
The drama of Greek's messy
internal struggles and their the economy's growing way too
potential to derail the entire slow."
Obama repeatedly tried to
European effort hung over the
summit in this French Riviera keep the focus on his confidence
resort, as did a gloomy rain.
that Europe is on its way to solvWhile Obama met with world ing
its financial woes."I can say
leaders, a news jobs report
that we've come together and
showed the American economy
added 80,000 jobs in October, made important progress to get
and that the job expansion in the our economic recoveries on a
previous two months was better firmer footing," Obama said.
than first thought.
Still, important.questions had
The
unemployment rate not been answered. Leaders of
dropped slightly to 9jxrcent.
the economic powers did not
Should it remain anywhere
close to that level a year from agree on how to increase the
now, Obama will face re-elec- firepower of the international
tion with the highest jobless rate Monetary Fund to help stem the
in recent times.
European debt crisis.
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EMPTY BOWLS: The Murray Art Guild held an Empty Bowls
Project Friday night. People bought bowls donated by local
artists and enjoyed homemade soup and bread. All the
money raised will be given to Need Line. Pictured, Jane Hall,
center right, helps Janet Schell of Murray, center left, pick out
a bowl.

III Quake, rumblings...
From Front
_
University's stadium shortly
after the No. 3 Cowboys defeated No. 17 Kansas State. Fans
were still leaving the game.
"That shook up the place, had
a lot of people nervous,"
Oklahoma State wide receiver
Justin Blackmon said.
The temblor sent Jesse
Richards' wife running outside
because she thought their home
was going to collapse. The
earthquake centered near their
home in Sparks, 44 miles northeast of Oklahoma City, could be
felt throughout the state and in
Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri,
northern Texas and some parts
of Illinois and Wisconsin.
Richards estimated it lasted
for as much as a minute. One of
his wife's cookie jars fell on the
floor and shattered, and pictures
hanging in their living room
were knocked askew.
"We've been here 18 years,
and it's getting to be a regular
occurrence," said Richards, 50.
But, he added, "I hope I never
get used to them."
Geologists now believe a
magnitude 4.7 earthquake
Saturday morning was a foreshock to the bigger one that fol-

lowed that night. They recorded
10 aftershocks by midmorning
Sunday and expected more.Two
of the aftershocks, at 4 a.m. and
9 a.m., were big, magnitude 4.0.
"We will definitely continue to
see aftershocks, as we've
already seen aftershocks from
this one," said Paul Earle, a seismologist
with
the
U.S.
Geological Survey in Golden.
Colo. "We will see aftershocks
in the days and weeks to come,
possibly even months."
Brad Collins, the spokesman
for St. Gregory's University in
Shawnee, said one of the four
towers on its "castle-looking"
administration building collapsed in the big earthquake and
the other three towers were
damaged. He estimated the towers were about 25 feet tall.
"We definitely felt it," Collins
said. "I was at home, getting
ready for bed and it felt like the
house was going to collapse. I
tried to get back to my kids'
room and it was tough to keep
my balance, I could hardly
walk."
Scientists say they have no
explanation for the quakes.
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ters of sympathy in the week since Keith's death.
Russell said Keith was very generous, and that he
had been honored when Keith offered to let him
do the one sound effect Keith didn't feel comfortable with: The belch.
"I kind of think he knew how to do it, he just
didn't want to be associated with it," Russell said.
"He had this incredible laugh that would make
you laugh even though you weren't sure.what was
funny," said actor Sue Scott. "I marveled at the'
way he could do what he did on the show with
such ease and such playfulness. Nothing was too
difficult, nothing was too silly."
"1 apprenticed under Tom, and I don't mean as
a sound effects person, I mean as a listener, like
you sitting there listening tonight," said Fred
Newman, who acts and does sound effects for the
touring shows. "I heard him all those years, and
listened and marveled at the way he established
the sound of the show.The subtlety, the goofiness.
He had one foot firmly in old radio, something
that I don't have, but he had that." .

Candidates press
for final votes

Obama: World economic recovery
on 'firmer footing,'growing too slowly
CANNES, France (AP) —
Conceding a fragile global
recovery and plodding job
growth back home, President
Barack Obama said late last
week he is confident European
leaders are fixing their ominous
debt crisis that threatens to
undermine the United States and
his own shot at a second term.
A year shy of the election.
Obama said the American economy is growing, but "way too
slow."
The president capped his role
at a brisk G-20 summit essentially where he started it, offering solidarity to his European
peers with none-too-subtle signals it was their responsibility to
clean up the economic mess in
their own backyards.
At issue is an evolving rescue
package across the 17 nations
sharing the euro as their common currency. The plan could
prevent a default in Greece, put
up a financial firewall against
future trouble and reassure markets about the credibility of the
euro.
"1 am confident that Europe
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By AMANDA LEE MYERS
"I will get stronger. I will
and MICHELLE PRICE
return," she vows. Giffords, 40,
Associated Press
stunned colleagues by appearPHOENIX (AP) — Rep. ing on the U.S. House floor in
Gabrielle Giffords vows to Washington on Aug. 1 to vote
return to Congress in a new for the debt ceiling deal, but she
book that details months of has focused most of her time on
intense therapy and her emo- her recovery at TIRR Memorial
tional battle to come to terms Hermann,a rehabilitation center
with what happened when a in Houston.
gunman opened fire in front of a
In the book, Kelly recalls tryTucson grocery store.
ing to tell his wife several times
The memoir,called "Gabby: A what had happened that Jan. 8
Story of Courage and Hope," is morning, when Giffords was
the most personal and detailed shot in the head while meeting
look yet at Giffords' struggle constituents. But she didn't
over the past 10 months to fully understand until March 12.
relearn how to walk and talk,
Kelly asked Giffords if she
and her painful discovery that remembered being shot, and she
12 others were wounded and six replied that she did. When he
killed during the Jan. 8 attack.
asked what she remembered
The Associated Press pur- about it, she said three words:
chased an advanced copy of the 'Shot. Shocked. Scary."
book. It is set for release on
Later that same day, Kelly was
Nov. 15.
reading to her from a New York
The book is written by Times article about her recovery
Giffords' husband, former astro- and skipped over a paragraph
naut Mark Kelly, but Giffords that said six others were killed
delivers the last chapter — a Giffords, following along, knev.
single page of short sentences he left something out and
and phrases entitled "Gabby's pushed him to tell her what it
Voice" in which she says her was.
goal is to get back to Congress.
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Obituaries
Lavelle Hodges

Katherine Ray

th's death.
ind that he
to let him
comfort-

Lavelle Hodges, 85,of Murray, Ky., died Sunday, Nov.6, 2011, at
Spring Creek Nursing Home.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at Imes-Miller Funeral
Home.
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Neva McKinney

Katherine Ray, 94, of Murray, Ky., died Friday. Nov. 4, 2011, at
Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Mrs. Ray was retired from Michigan Bell Telephone as a operator
and administrator. She was a member of the Goshen United
Methodist Church, where she served as a Sunday School teacher,
member of the church choir and the United Methodist Woman. She
was also a member of the Doll Club and the Harris Grove
Homemakers.
She was born in Calloway County on Jan. 24, 1917, to the late
Elbert and Lillie Belle Mayor Parks.
In addition to her parents, she is also preceded in death by her husband, William Harry Ray; one sister. LaRue Turner: and two brothers. Marvin Parks and Milton Parks.
She is survived by her daughter, Melva Cooper and husband,
Charles, of Murray; onefter, Myrtle Jones and husband. Joe, of
Louisville; two granddaughters, Karen Harper and husband, Clay,
of Hendersonville, Tenn, and Karla Veatch and husband, Paul. of
Waterford. Mich.: one step-grandchild. five great-grandchildren.
four step-great-grandchildren and one great-great-grandchild.
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Monday, Nov. 7, 2011, in
the chapel Of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Randy
Jones, the Rev. Tim Palmer, the Rev. Billy Turner and the Rev.
David Allbritten will officiate and burial will follow in the Goshen
Church Cemetery. Visitation was held Sunday, Nov. 6, 2011, from
4-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Goshen Church
Cemetery Fund, c/o Steve Sexton, 559 Airport Road, Murray KY
42071. Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by The J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
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Neva McKinney,87, of Murray, Ky., died Friday, Nov. 4, 2011, at
Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Mrs. McKinney was born in Calloway County, on June 9, 1924, to
the late Lynn Ferguson and Lucy Steele Ferguson. She worked as a
bookkeeper for D & W Auto Supply in Murray for 30 years and she
was a member of the Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her first
husband. Orval Osborn; second husband, Jesse McKinney; one
daughter, Barbara Joan Osbom Norsworthy; one brother. Brooks
Carlos Ferguson; and by a twin sister, Eva Farris.She is survived by three brothers, Gregory Ferguson and wife.
Frankie, Graves Ferguson and wife, Janet, all of New Concord and
Burman Ferguson and wife, Ricki, of Puryear,Tenn.; two grandchildren, James Norsworthy and wife, Shannon, of Almo and Jeff
Norsworthy and wife, Melissa, of Hazel; as well as five great-grandchildren and four great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held on Tuesday. Nov. 8. 2011, at I p.m.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Sammy
Cunningham officiating. Burial to follow in the McCuiston
Cemetery. Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. on Monday. Nov. 7,
2011, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Murray Gideon
Camp, PO Box 931, Murray, KY 42071 or to the Alzheimer's
Association, Greater Kentucky and Southern Indiana Chapter.
Kaden Tower, 6100 Dutchmans Lane Suite 401.louisville. KY
40205-3284.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Sarah Ruth Wyatt, 83, of Murray, Ky.. died Saturday. Nov. 5.
2011, at the Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Mrs. Wyatt was born in Calloway County on Jan. 7; 1928. to the
late Charlie Crawford McClure and Opal Phelps McClure. She was
a homemaker, a former volunteer for the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and she was member of the Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband, John E. Wyatt, who died in 1983; two brothers, Charles
McClure and Edward McClure; and by one sister, Youlanda
Stubblefield.
She is survived by four sons, Gary Wyatt, of South Gate; Mich.,
Larry Wyatt and wife, Rose, of Almo, David Wyatt and wife.
Gwenith, of Benton and Marty Wyatt and wife. Tina, of Mitchell,
Ind.; one sister, Nancy Winchester and husband. Will T., of Marion.
N.C.;.one brother-in-law. Ewing_ Stubblefield, of Hazel; as well as
eleven grandchildren and thirteen great-grandchildren:
Funeral services will be held on Wednesday. Nov. 9. 2011, at 10
a.m. at the J.H. Churchill funeral home with Will T. Winchester.
Ewing Stubblefield and John Dale officiating. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be held on Tuesday,
Nov. 8. 2011.
- from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome. Arrangements are being handled by The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Edward Lee "Pete" Peebles
Edward Lee "Pete" Peebles, 59, of Murra. 1%., died Friday. Nov.
4. 2011, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Peebles was born in Eagle Creek, Tenn.. on Sept. 19. 1952. to
the late Wesley Peebles and Margaret Autrey Peebles. He worked
for Progress Rail Services in Mayfield. as a heavy equipment
mechanic. He was an U.S. Army veteran and was of the Baptist
faith.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by one son,
Edward Leon Peebles; and by two brothers, Robert Lynn Peebles
and Donald Ray Peebles.
He is survived by his wife, Dorothy "Dot"
Peebles, of Murray, to whom he married on June
29, 1984; one daughter. Bonnie Fitch and husband, Robert, of Washington. III.; one son.
Raymond Patterson and Wife,.Donna, of Murray;
five sisters, Judy Medlin, Lucy Haley, both of
Illinois, Jane Mayberry and husband, Charles. of
Tennessee. Shirley Rosian and husband,Corey and
Brenda Pulliam and husband. Bob,all of Alabama;
six brothers. David Peebles and wife, Glenda. of
Illinois. James Peebles and wife. Carolyn, of
Tennessee, Jim Peebles and wife. Sandy. of
Illinois, Adrian Peebles and wife, Barb, of
Tennessee. Dennis Peebles and Wesley Peebles,
Peebles
both of Arizona; five grandchildren, Jacklin
Patterson. Ashley Fitch, Steven Dreibelbis, Michael Dreibelbis.
Elliott Lovett and special niece, Rikki Walczak.
Funeral services will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 8, 2011, at 10 a.m.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Kerry Lambert
officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 7, 2011, at
the funeral home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. ArrangeMents are being handled by The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Child sex charges, possibl
cover-up rock Penn State
By MARK SCOLFORO
Associated Press
HARRISBURG, Pa.(AP) —
The Pennsylvania law requiring
some school officials and others
to report suspected child abuse
does not apply to a Penn State
administrator who's accused of
keeping quiet about allegations
that a former football coach
molested a boy in a shower, the
administrator's attorney said
Sunday.
The comments by Pittsburgh
lawyer Thomas J. Farrell offer a
preview of the defense he plans
to use on the charge of failing to
report faced by his client, Gary
C. Schultz, the university's senior vice president for finance
and business: Farrell said he
will seek to have the charge dismissed.
The charge is part of a broader case centered on retired Penn
State defensive coordinator
Jerry Sandusky, who is accused
of sexually abusing eight boys
over 15 years. Schultz, 62, and
Penn State athletic director Tim

Joseph J. Busch
Joseph J. Busch, 83, ol Benton. Ky., died Friday. Nov. 4. 2011. at
Spring Creek:-Health Care in Murray.
-He was the former owner of Barnes Grocery. He was the son of
the late Camillus Busch and the late Blanche Ellen (Carey) Busch.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by one son,
Joseph Gregory Busch: one brother, Jimmy Busch: and two sisters.
Mary Ellen Busch and Cathern Busch.
He is survived by his wife. Joyce (Hahn) Busch, of Benton: one
daughter, Blanche Scruggs, of Benton; one son, Gregory Michael
Busch, of Symsonia: one brother, Paul Robert Busch, of Erlanger:
one sister, Jo Ann Welch. of Independence; four grandchildren, four
great-grandchildren and four great-great-grandchildren.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home in
Benton. There are no services scheduled for Mr. Busch.

United Ail
Way
MNIG t.Mr,v

United Way of
Murray-Calloway County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living

Singer Williams says he has bladder cancer
BRANSON. Mo. (AP) —
Singer Andy Williams told the
crowd at his Christmas show
Saturday night that he has bladder cancer.
The Tri-Lakes News reports
the
83-year-old
Williams
appeared early in the show at the
Moon River Theatre and vowed
to return next year to celebrate
his 75th year in show business
(http://bitly/uaedcs).
"I do have cancer of the bladder." Williams -said. "But that is
no longer a death sentence.
People with cancer are getting
through this thing. They're kicking it, and they're winning more
and more every year. AO I'm

Term Crier
• The Murray Independent
Schools board of education
is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 10 in
the central office boardroom
of the Carter Administration
Building on S. 13th Street.
On the agenda for the meeting is approval of an offer of
assistance from SFCC,a pay
date change, appointment of
a legislative contact to the
Kentucky School Boards
Association and appointment
of a board and community
member to the local planning
committee.
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday, Nov. 10 at
Calloway County Middle
School. The board plans to
select representatives for the
2012-2013
Calendar
Committee
and
the
Comprehensive
District
Improvement Committee.
The board will also recognize
CCMS students who scored
"Distinguished" in all KCCT
categories.
• To report a Town Crier
item, e-mail: editor@ mu rrayledger.com

going to be one of them."
The silver-haired "Moon
River" singer missed planned
performances this fall with .an
undisclosed medical condition.

LIVE UNITED!
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(270) 761-3667
400 N. 4th St.• Murray, KY • Across from Imes-Miller Funeral Home
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Exxon-Mobil
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Ford Motor
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HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler

Our October went out with a
bang with our big Halloween part))
.
Who said Halloween was just for
kids and trick-or-treating? Jenist
supplied us with all kinds of costumes from witches to Willie
Nelson. As a matter of fact, Jenise
made a really cute Aunt Jernima.
She didn't whip up any pancakes
but she did make us some delicious
cupcakes. Mitzi came to the pan
as a bunch of grapes. 1 think shs
decided balloons tied all over her
was a difficuh costume to work in
but it was really "unusual."
Nelson (Dennis Miller) took tl*
prize for for the funniest cosuinie
probably because of his plasul
blow-up guitar. Carl Sainato were
the "ugliest." Nadine Pace won trig
"spookiest" and Eugene Waggonerwon the "scariest" costume. ,We
enjoyed some delicious punch and
-akes. We had a great t,
dressing up and laughing at e
other in our costumes.
After all of our partying, we
back- and enjoyed the music
Richard Dennis Tuesday afte is
We really appreciate him comi
every month to entertain us.
We had pet therapy this w
with Greg Lawson and his Alas
Malamute wolf-mix dog niun
Collette. Greg's grandmother. Vi
Ellis, enjoys regular visits fro
Collette and Greg. Ms. Viva
lived at Hickory Woods for the p
nine years and she has modeled
all of our Hickory Woods care
dars.
We not only cerebral
Halloween this week but we cele
brated Roy Rogers'birthday. We
remember movies with Roy Roge
and Dale Evans and. of cou
Tngger. Those were the days.
Our birthday guy this week
Paul McGregor. He celebrated
99th birthday! I think
McGregor celebrated for sev
days. Now that's the way to cc
brate a birthday!
...Nothing else looks orfee
like home but we come dos
84 Utterback Rd.• Murray, Ky
Phone:(2701 7594700• 1-888-231-501
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Curley, 57, were both char4d
Saturday with failing to re
to state and county officials
a witness told them he
Sandusky sexually abusing a
Raked boy in the showers o a
team practice facility in 200/
Schultz and Curley were
h
also charged with perju
Lawyers for all three men
they are innocent.
Farrell told The Associa
Press on Sunday that the m
dated reporting rules only ap
to people who come into di
contact with children. He
said the statute of limitations
the summary offense w I
which Schultz is charged is t 0
years, so it expired in 2004.
The explosive charges are surprising both for what they deth
and their contrast to the image
of Penn State's football program. Under the leadership WA
Joe Paterno, who's won more
games than any coach in
Division 1 history, the Ninajty
Lions have become a bedrock in
the college game.

CsallICallti ID

Make no bones about it.
Steve Beshear is Obama's man.
Vote Williams/Farmer on Tuesday.
Paid for by the Calloway County Republican Party
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Let me tell you about
the real heroes
I'm proud to be a Vietnam
veteran. But I was paid for
every day I was there.
I went where I was told to
go; did what I was told to do.
1 came back safe and sound
in body and mind. I am no
hero.
The real heroes are the
58,267 men and women whose
names are inscribed on that long
black Vietnam Veterans Memorial Wall in Washington,' D.C.
The real heroes are their families who made the ultimate
sacrifice upon the altar of freedom.
The real heroes are those
who came back dismembered,
mangled, crippled and blind.
Those who even now waste
away in Veterans hospitals and
rest homes; those who were
robbed of their youth and their
futures; those who are haunted still by the mental and emotional demons which infester
their days and nights.
They are the real heroes—
the ones we should honor this
Veterans Day.
Those who have no legs
to march in the parades, no arms
to raise the flags, no joy left
in their souls.
The first known casualty in
.Vietnam was Richard B.
-Fitzgibbon of North Weymouth,
Massachusetts way back in the
very early going of 1956.
His name is there on the
:Wall, along with the name of
his son, Marine Corps Lance
Corporal Richard B. Fitzgibbon III, who died in Vietnam
over nine years later on September 7, 1%5.
There are three such sets
of names of fathers and sons
on the Wall.
Incredibly, to those of us who
oerved, it's been thirty-six years
psince the last casualty in Viet: nam. Equally astonishing is
the fact that most of the surviving parents of those who treed
, are now deceased.
l'•-• We hurt even today for those
.':,dead fathers and mothers who
''suffered so much. And some
:poor parents lost more than
,!one child.
! There are the names of thir1'4 y-one sets of brothers on that
'long black wall.
, I can still see the image of
'Amy father standing at the fence
stat the
e airport in Paducah, way14.
• mg goodbye as my plane lifted off.
Looking back through the little window, I saw him getting
smaller and smaller, his hand
still waving as the huge sil,ver craft got lost in the distant clouds and my face faded
into the sky.
Not until I had sons of my
,own
own would I know the aching
behind that lonely wave.
' Perhaps one of the most soulwrenching statistics of that
Asian war is that 3,103 of
those we lost were only eighteen years old.

i

There
are 8,283
names on
the Wall of
youngsters
who were
only nineteen years
old.
Teenagers.
Most of
them
had
never Benchmarks
known mar- By Supreme
riage
and Court Justice Bill
having chil- Cunningham
dren. They
had n'
watched color television. None
of them would know the joys
of the end of the Cold War
or the everyday use of computers, microwaves, MP-3 players, cell phones and the internet.
Almost 1,000 of my Vietnam brethren died on their first
day in the Nam.
Almost 1,500 died on their
last day there. Tragedy was
written with a stabbing exclamation point.
There are the names of 1,057
Kentuckians on that Wall of
honor. West Virginia paid the
biggest price per capita of any
state in the blood of their young.
So, there you have it folks.
A bloody, old war. The only
war we ever lost, they tell us.
Maybe so.
But I've got news for you.
It wasn't lost by the guys I
knew or by any of those gallant soldiers whose names are
etched on that long black wall
in Washington, D.C.
We were there, so far away •
from home, for a reason. And
that reason was not the same
reason as those who are now
safely removed from the bedlam of those dangerous times
accuse us of having.
One of those brave souls
was Major Michel Davis
O'Donnell of Springfield, Illinois. He was a helicopter
pilot killed in action a short
time after he wrote these departing words.
I leave his farewell with
you to consider this Veterans
Day as you pause in your
peaceful and happy life to pay
homage to our vets—our Vietnam vets:
"If you are able, save for
them a place inside of you,
And save one backward glance
when you are leaving for the
places they can no longer go.
Be not ashamed to say you
loved them, though you may
or may not have always.
Take what they have left
and what they taught you with
their dying, And keep it with
your own.
And in that time when men
decide, And feel safe to call
the war insane.
Take one moment to embrace
those gentle heroes you left
behind."

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily refleci the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Gambling, Amish traffic and legislator pensions
The Independent
Ashland, Ky.
Ellis Park in Henderson has
gained the approval of the Kentucky Horse Racing Commission to become the second
Kentucky racetrack to move
ahead with expanded gambling.
However, the motivation of
the track that many people
think is in Evansville, Ind.,
because it is located on the north
side of the Ohio River, differs
from the appeal the new form
of gambling had for Kentucky
Downs, located just a short
distance from the KentuckyTennessee line in Franklin. •
The primary appeal of the
"Instant Racing" machines at
Kentucky Downs is Tennessee's
ban on horse racing and most
other forms of gambling- with
the exception of the state lottery. Owners of the struggling
race track hoped residents of
Tennessee -would flock to the
"Instant Racing" machines in
hopes of striking it rich, and
to date, they have done just
that. Business at the track located just a short distance from
Interstate 65 is booming.
The situation at Ellis Park
is much different. That track
is located just a short distance
from a large casino on the
banks of the Ohio River in
downtown Evansville that offers
gamblers a lot more choices
on how to wager their money
than just "Instant Racing." We
may be wrong, but frankly we
don't see how the video racing game at Ellis Park is going
to draw many gamblers away
from the casino.
A lawsuit filed by the Family Foundation of Kentucky contends that the "Instant Racing"
terminals constitute an illegal
expansion of the gambling in
the state.
While a circuit court ruling
upheld the video games at Kentricky Downs, that ruling now
is before the Kentucky Court

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorialsfrom newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view about
issues of importance.
of Appeals and is destined to
Eight men served short jail
go all the way to the Ken- sentences for refusing to pay
tucky Supreme Court regard- fines in Graves County. At
less of how the appeals court least three men have been
rules. Our own view is that charged in Grayson County.
expanded gambling requires
Some of Kentucky's Amish
voter approval of a state con- .residents do not want to use
stitutional amendment and the the brightly colored triangle
Kentucky General Assembly has because it violates their relito date refused to even place gious beliefs. The Amish and
the question on the ballot.
members of the Mennonite faith
Until such a ruling is made, are Christians who -adhere to
it is risky for the two tracks an agrarian lifestyle that gento invest heavily on the new erally does not include modform of gambling. However, em devices.
that's a risk the two tracks apparPractices vary from sect to
ently are willing to taking, and sect, and some communities
since it is their money and not are stricter than others in use
ours, that's their business.
of technology and motorized
equipment such as automobiles
Kentucky New Era
and telephones.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
We respect strongly held reliA fact of modem life: You gious beliefs, and we do not
accept a certain degree of risk doubt the sincerity of Amish
when you get into a car and who want to maintain their
drive on a public road. Even principles.
the safest, most attentive drivBut when those beliefs put
er can be hurt or killed because the larger community at risk,
of another driver's actions.
we cannot go along with their
The same is true for peo- reasoning.
ple who rely solely on an oldEven the strictest Amish
fashioned horse and buggy for community should concede that
their travel.
public roads are maintained
In Christian County, we and used mainly for motorized
know about the problem of vehicles. Authorities should
deaths and injuries resulting enforce this regulation for the
from highway accidents involv- safety of the Amish - espeing horse-drawn buggies and cially their children who have
motorized vehicles.
no choice about how they travThis is a Kentucky prob- el - and for the drivers of cars
lem that is attracting national and trucks who also risk injury
attention because authorities in in accidents.
Graves and Grayson counties
have recently prosecuted Amish Herald-Leader
men who refused to put an Lexington, Ky.
orange-red triangle on the rear
Could greed be getting a
of their buggies. The triangle bad name in Frankfort?
is a state-mandated emblem to
A bipartisan move is afoot
signify a slow-moving vehicle. to undo a bit of nest-feather-

ing that lawmakers bestowed
upon themselves in the closing hours of the 2005 session.
In the 11th-hour skullduggery, lawmakers, who already
had pretty cushy pensions,
decreed they could count years
spent in other state jobs when
calculating their legislative pensions.
This enabled members of
the General Assembly to hop
into a full-time state job for a
few years - in the administration, the judiciary or a statewide
office - and qualify for annual pensions well, in excess of
$100,000.
What makes it even more
galling is that lawmakers sweetened their pensions after underfunding public employees' pensions for years.
Not only does the unfunded liability in the retirement systems for state employees and
teachers amount to $26 billion, the pension funds also have
been returning less than expected 'on investments, which has
the effect of further swelling
the unfunded liability.
It's hardly surprising, given
the lackluster performance of
the stock market over the last
decade that the pension funds
are underperforming. And
there's little reason to think
they'll return to consistently
earning a 7.5 percent return anytime soon.
The issue of lawmaker pensions came up as a sidelight
to an interim committee meeting at which legislators received
a report about the underperformance of the pension funds.
The rest of the Legislature
should join them in undoing
this greedy bit of self-serving
legislation. It would demonstrate good faith while lawmakers continue to work to
put state finances and state
retirement plans on sounder
footing.

Veterans Day, is it enough?
By Danny Tyree
Cagle News Service
"What have you done for
us lately?"
I don't think the average
American military veteran has
the time or the temperament
to spend 51 weeks a year asking such a question, but a reasonable person could hardly
blame him if he did.
Veterans Day can be like
Mother's Day or Father's Day
— an occasion to heap praise
upon individuals whom we
spend the rest of the year ignoring, tolerating or circumventing. A week's worth of bumper
stickers, newspaper inteWiews,

special discounts and grade
school essays soon give way
to the daily grind.
I don't think our veterans
are expecting a "We're not worthy!" routine from civilians,
but there are lots of little ways
to show appreciation during the
year.
Are you glad for the religious freedom we enjoy in this
country? Don't take it for granted. Go out and be the most
gung ho (insert your religious
affiliation or non-affiliation
here) you can be!
Are you grateful for freedom of speech and freedom
of the press?

1141
Ilemilm;;;I follow
- Our Elected Officials
State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
e-mail: ken.winters Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Anneit
e-mail: melvin.henley@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Exercise those rights. Stay
informed, and not just by surrounding yourself with "yes
men" radio/TV commentators,
bloggers and columnists.
Military service has opened
up new horizons for millions
of insulated kids over the years,
and there's no reason for civilians to box themselves in with
dogma.
Glad you, can vote?
Be sure you register and actually show up on election day.
Educate yourself and vote for
solid, non-frivolous reasons.
Glad the nation as a whole
isn't speaking German or Japanese? Try speaking and writing
English correctly.
Take five minutes to learn
flag etiquette before displaying Old Glory.
Let the veterans in your
family, workplace or neighborhood know that they are always
welcome to relate their wartime
expei-iences — or NOT,depending on their situation.
Don't practice knee-jerk reactions of any political stripe.
Don't callously advocate sending service people into harm's
way just because some foreign
bureaucrat ticked you off.
But neither should you cost
us valuable time by_unrealis-

tically insisting that "Diplomacy always works."
Hold your government's feet
to the fire when military personnel's lives are on the line.
Make sure our military has a
clear mission, proper equipment and a reasonable exit
strategy.
Help the veterans in your
life with a year-round project
of scrapbooking, journaling 01
connecting with old comrades.
Visit a Veterans Administration hospital and see what you
can do to uplift the spirits of
those who have sacrificed Sc
much for their country.
If you see your children 01
grandchildren (or yourself) getting too wrapped up in desensitizing,
violence-glorifying
video games, ask a combat veteran to intervene and bring
them down to earth.
Be wild and crazy and use
Arbor Day or the Ides of March
as an excuse to donate a veterans-oriented book to the public library.
In the corning year. I hope
we will be able to break the
cycle of "feast or famine" foi
attention to veterans. I hope
that the nation's veterans call
say of civilians, 'All gave
some."
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Program has
openings
for seniors

Step Up for Kids
Conference to be held
The public is invited to attend the Western Kentucky Step Up for Kids Regional
Conference on Wednesday, Nov.', from 9
a.m. to noon at the Murray State University Curtis Center, Stables meeting room.
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. This free
event will focus on ideas facing Kentucky's
kids and families. To register, call Whitney Neal at (502) 895-8167. etc. 121.

Datebook
Jessica Morris.

Special to the Ledger
Need Line has openings for
the
Senior
C'ommodity
Supplemental Food Program
and 1, t..urrentl taking applica-

MMS SBDM to meet

The Murray Middle School-Based-Decision-Making council_ will meet Tuesday. Nov.
editor
8, in the media center at 4 p.m. The public
is invited to attend.
Community

Genealogical Society to meet
The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet at 1
p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 8. at Pogue Library. Sandy Forrest, local
Sons of Confederate Veterans member and Civil War historian, will present a program. President Martha Outland invites
the public to attend.

CCHS SBDM to meet
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The Calloway County High School-Based-Decision-Making
council will meet Wednesday, Nov. 9, at 3:30 p.m. in the
library media center. The public is invited to attend.

Delta's of MWC to meet
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Wednesday. Nov. 9, at 11:15 a.m. at the clubhouse. Hostess will be Pat Harrington. Jane Steely will present a program,
"Little Happies for the Holidays." All members are encouraged
to attend.

Bake Sale for local youth to be held
"Blessings and Bucks for Bae," a group to support first
grade student Bae Lawrence, will be having a bake sale from
7-9 a.m. and 11-12 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 9, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, PDR I. Lawrence, of Murray. who
was recently diagnosed with leukemia, is receiving treatment
at St. Jude's. Visit http://www.caringbridge.org/visit/baelawrence
or call 873-9323 for more information.

Mason's Chapel UMC to hold Fall Festival
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church, Old Murray-Paris
Rd., will hold a Fall Festival Saturday, Nov. 5, beginning at
5:30 p.m. There will be chili, desserts, music, a hay ride, bonfire, bake sale and more. Donations will be collected for members Derek and Kim Nance, for their mission trip to Nicaragua.
The community is invited.

• Alzheimer's Support Group will meet
The Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday at 5
p.m. in the dining room of the Senior Citizens Center. For
information, call Connie Stalls, RN, at 753-0576.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th Street, offers Storytime Tuesdays! from 9:30-11 a.m. for children ages birth to
5 years of age. There's music interaction, snacks and crafts.
Call 753-6712 for more information.

Murray Star Chapter #433 to meet
The Murray Star Chapter #433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet Tuesday. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. and the
meeting will follow at 7 p.m.

Fire Protection Board to meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. at the No. 1 fire station at 101 East
Sycamore St., Murray. The public is invited to attend.

Photo provided

FRUIT SALE BEGINS: The Murray Tiger Band Boosters have begun their annual Fruit
Sale,
featuring a selection of apples, Anjou pears. Florida red grapefruit and navel oranges and
DelMonte pineapples. Pictured are eighth grade band members. Zandaleigha Speed and
Caitlin Sholar. showing their brochures to LaCosta Hays. MMS bookkeeper and Pam Oakley,
school nurse.

Land Between the Lakes special programs continue
Special to the Ledger
Throughout the month of
November. LBL is offering several special programs and activities.
Daily
shows
include
Planetarium Shows at Golden
Pond Planetarium and
• "Far Out Space Places."
daily at 1 p.m.
• "Two Small Pieces of
Glass," daily at 3 p.m.
•"The Skies Above." daily at
10 a.m.
• "Journey to the Edge of
Space & Time," daily at 2 p.m.
• "Blown Away: Wild World
of Weather." daily at noon.
Friday, Nov. 11. events
include
- •"Truly American Animals" at
the NS,at noon.
Saturday. Nov. 12. events
include:
• "Gustavus Adolphus Henry,
Sr: One Family's Life During
The Civil War" at the
Homeplace
Program free with HP admission. Fort Henry was named for
this prestigious Clarksville resident, attorney and Tennessee
Confederate Senator. Through
family letters and images. learn
how one family lived though
war. From 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
• "Cotton Seedin' Time!" at
the Homeplace. at 1 p.m.
• "Who Wants to be a

Ladies of the
Oaks

Veterans assistance available

The Oaks Country Club ladies
Ron McClure will be in Mayfield on Tuesday. Nov. 8, and held regular bridge play
Wednesday. Nov. 9, at the VA Clinic, 1253' Paris Rd., May- Wednesday. Nov.2.at 9:30 a.m.
field, from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. to provide veterans assistance with Shirley Jenstrom as hostin filing claims for state and federal benefits. For information, ess.
Winners were Ann Gupton,
call Regional Field Rep. Ron McClure at (270) 247-2455.
first place. and Bronda Parker,
second place.
MSU
You must sign efp in'advance
Murray State University Libraries will be holding its annual Book Sale on Nov. 8-9, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Water- for play. All members are welfield Library. MSU Shields (annuals), modern fiction books, come. Call Jenstrom at 759movies, academia and musical selections from WKMS radio 9658.
will be available.

Biologist?" at the NS,from 1-4 programs and other upcoming
p.m.
events, visit www.lbl.org or call
•
Fort
Henry
150th (270) 924-2000. Unless otherAnniversary Program at the wise noted, most programs are
Homeplace at 2 p.m. with invit- free with general admission to
ed artist. Ski Witzofsky, Local that facility.
Civil War historian. -This program is free with HP admission
Construction of Fort Henibegan in mid- June in 1861.
eight months later the flooded
CHIROPRACTIC
fort would see its first and
battle of the Civil War. During
HAS HELPED
this pr)gram,discover the history of this slave constructed fort,
how the Brown Water Navy on
WITH THESE ISSUES:
the Tennessee River was able to
defeat it and the implications of
•Stress
its surrender to the outcome of
• %ed. Pain
the Civil War. Local Civil War
• Headaches
historian. Witzofsky. tells the
• Disc Problems
story of Fort Donelson with
• Sim";Allergies
original drawing, sketches and
• Lim Rack Pain
maps.
• Muscle
Sunday. Nov. 13, events
•(•arpallusinelStidriant•
include:
• Kids' Fossil Field Trip, par
LET US HELP YOU STOP SUFFERING
ticipants should meet at Golden
AND START LIVING
Pond Visitors Center froth 1-4
p.m. Go on -a--fossil-search.
including crinoids. bryozoans.
F CALLOWAY COUNTY
and ancient clams.This program
is free to LBL visitors and space
is limited. Registration required.
Call (270) 924-2020 to register.
Dress for the weather.
•"Garbage in the Garden" at
17101) HIGHWAY 121 NORTH / 753-61tX)
the Homeplace,from 2-4 p.m.
www.CALLOWAYCOUNTYCI I ROPRACTIC.coNt
For more information on these
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20% OFFSTOREWIDE!

The Purchase Area Master Clothing volunteers will present
the "Gifts From the Heart" seminar at the Calloway County
Extension Office on Monday. Nov. 14, from 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Every other year, they publish this book of over 16 gift ideai,
all of which will be demonstrated during the seminar. Pre-registration of $10 is due by Friday. Nov. 11. To register, call
753-1452.

TOPS Chapter will meet Tuesday
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly)
will meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For information, call Sheila at (270)
227-1723.

Legion officers
giving help
Ron Hubbard and Mark
Kennedy, service officers of
American Legion Post #73 will
be available Wednesday from
1-4 p.m. to assist local veterans with the completion of
forms and the filing of claims
with the Veterans Administration at the Legion Post, 310
Bee Creek Dr. For information, call Kennedy at 752-3333.

NOV. 11TH
THRU
NOV. 13TH
OPEN SUNDAYS THRU DEC IV'

PLUS BUY 5 ORNAMENTS/SPRAYS GET ONE FREE

753
HOME . STYL E . DESIGN

1051

1205 CHESTNUT
www.ELEMENTSCIFKY.com

ME PIO
111WILLERII
40% OFF Diamonds & Gemstones!

Sunday, November 13"i
Buy 3 items get
the 4th one MEE

Now Open Saturdays 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
For Your Holiday Shopping Convenience

(excluding textbooks & Happy Hour,

tp

104

8am-8pm

•.00`

UNIVERSITY
****0_****
book Of bean

•

oi

tOC

TM

1203 Chestnut St. Murray, KY (270) 761-BOOK

ON SALE
-k CiLiTh Te.//44

Library to hold book sale

Seminar to be offered

tion.
'Flo program pro‘ides a
monthly food box that has supplemental nutritious food donated by the US. Department of
Agriculture. The purpose of the
program is to provide supplemental foods and nutrition education to eligible persons. The
monthly food box contains
evaporated milk, meat, juice.
instant milk, vegetables, fruit,
peanut butter or dry beans, rice
or pasta or potatoes, cereal,
cheese and nutritional information.
Persons 60 and older can
apply at the Need Line office,
located at 638 South 4th Street,
Monday through Friday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. To apply, you
must bring proof of income for
all persons living in the home.
For more information, call 7536333.

f
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107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

CALLOWAY COUNTY SHERIFFS
OFFICE BID SPECIFICATION SHEET
The Calloway County Sheriff's office will be
accepting sealed bids for the purchase of a pick-up
truck All Sealed bids received will be opened on
November 30th. 2011 at 230pm.All bids will be read
aloud. Below are the specifications for the
vehicle requested'
Current Year
Half Ton
Four 141 Full Doors
4X4
White
145 inch Wheel Base
Cloth Interior 40/20/40
17- Gray Styled Steel Wheels
Electronic 6-spd Automatic Transmission
P26.5/70R17 OWL All-Terrain Tires
3.55 Ratio Regular Axle
72001 GVWR Package
36 Gallon Fuel Tank
Cruise Control
Minimum of a 5.01. V-8 FFV Gas Engine
Speed Control
Power Windows
Power Door Locks with Remote
Communications Package
AM/FM Stereo/Clock/Single CD
Front License Plate Bracket
060

020
Notice

Help Wanted

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Jones
C.A.
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment that will
begin in December:
Service
Customer
Representative
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
1st 2nd & 3rd shifts
Please submit your
to
resuifte
careers it chuckiones.n
et or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr, Murray,
KY.
t
i
s
V - i
www.chuckiones.net
job
for
complete
descriptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.

RITA'S NEAT
REPEATS
605 S. 12th St
(270)762-0207
•

in
195
200
210
220
260
270
260
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

010

010

.54

Legal Mabee
Nonce
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Maio Wanted
Powboh Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
soUrces reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Are you planning
a Special Event or
need a place to
meet?
- Kent The
• Woodmen of
The World Hall
m701753-4377- Pay

(270)492-1105- Nighi
060
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
Help Wanted
2 Inside Sales Rep
positions
available.
Salary + commision.
FT/PT call Rick
767-2249
nck@pecoproducts.com
AFLAC now hiring for a
local business to business to sales associate/benefit specialist.
High income potential,
• stock, nationally recognized training program.
Fax resume to
• 270-443-0048 or email
laird.region@gmail.com
LICENSED massage
f therapist wanted
t, Please send resumes
to: Calloway County
Chiropractic/The
Retreat
. PO Box 1042. Murray,
KY 42071
SEAMSTRESS & cut'ter. 270-753-3753

Childcare center
full
time
seeking
teacher,
expenence required.
Apply at The Village
12th
North
1406B
Street, Murray.
Days Inn now hiring
KEEPING.
HOUSE
Apply in person only .
517 S. 12th Street,
Murray.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help Wanted" section
on diir classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
sou will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Please
send resume to P0
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.
GIBSON Truck Lines is
taking applications for
full-time OTR drivers
and part-time drivers.
Must pass DOT D/S
and physical, be at
least 25 yrs. old, have
at 3 yrs. verifiable OTR
experience in last 5
yrs., no accidents or
major violations on
MVR. Pay rate up to
.36cpm based on experience and qualifications. M-F 8 to 4.
270-767-0191.
Needing a few good
auto body men, Apply
in person at Parker
Ford Body Shop

eMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

Full-time job vacancy at Murray campus
Additional pay dependent upon qualifications
Locksmith I $8.45 / hr
Apply online & view additional details at:
www.murraystatejobs.com
Women/minorities encouraged to apply

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

140
Want to Buy
Home
GROWING
Health Agency seeks a
self motivated, enthusiastic professional individual for Marketing
position.
will
be
Candidate
responsible for maintaining and increasing
referral base as well as
relationdeveloping
ships with Physicians,
Managers,
Case
Workers,
Social
Clinics,
Hospitals,
Skilled Facilities, Adult
Day Care
and
Centers,
Community. Position
will be full time with
benefits.
excellent
Area covered
would be Calloway
County and surroundHome
areas.
ing
Health care experience preferred. Please
E-mail resume to:
mfowler@hhpky.corn
or mail resume to,
1900 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Marianne Fowler
HOME Health Pius is
looking for immediate
hire of Full-Time / PartRegistered
time
serve
Nurses
to
County.
Calloway
Home Health experience preferred but is
not required. Home
Health Plus offers a
competitive salary with
an excellent benefit
package. EOE Please
e-mail resumes to
mfowler@hhpky.com
or fax to 270-753-4181
respiratory
LOCAL
company looking for
person who has good
phone skills, interper
sonal skills, detail oriented, and self motivated. Experience in medical field is preferred,
but not required. Fax
resume.
866-855-6341.
PADUCAH January 327. 2012, Real Estate
Licensing Class. Free
into: texVcall
270-223-0789
PAINT Plus Flooring,
high pace retail sales
computer
position,
Skills, color and decor
knowledge. Must apply
in person.
270-759-4979. 1204
Johnson Blvd. Murray,
KY.
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Realrty.
270-978-1202
TOM'S Grille is now
hiring
experienced
cooks, & dishwashers.
Please apply after
1pm.
120

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3558

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
bargains
has
Trends-N-Treasures
coins.
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161
Suntan bed like new w/
new bulbs. $800/0.8.0
474-8475

11111APPIlinms
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

o05 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Nome Furnishings
Furniture for sale. Oak
dining set, bunkbed
bedroom set, leather
sofa & love seat, wood
kitchen island, etc.
270-227-9179
270-227-91,76

16x80, 313R, 2BA
mobile home on 1 acre
lot on Jessica Ln. For
call
appointment
Toctays Homes
270-527-5645
2008 Clayton 16x80,
3BR, 26A, vinyl siding,
shingle roof, excellent
condition.
270-489-2525

2BR. newly remodeled
near lake, no pets
$600- includes utilities
plus deposit.
227-0004
Nice 2BR. No pets
753-9866

ROOM for rent in new
home.
3BR, 2BA
Semifurnished. W/D, &
water bill included.
$375/mo. Split electric
& cable. 6mo. lease
150/dep. Available now
270-227-1617
Houses For Rent
2-ca
2BR,
IBA,
garage, large yard, par
tally fenced $550 plus
security 978-7441.
2BR, 1BA, appliances
$525/mo
furnished.
plus deposit. 978-0742
3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath,
unfurn. city schools,
central heat & air,
stove, fridge, dishwasher, W/D hookup,
garage, big
2-car
back yard,
fenced
Melrose Drive. Annual
lease $875, Tel.
270-873-4791.
3-5BR available now.
Walking distance to
MSU. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898
CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References. 1 year
lease. Available immepets.
No
diately.
$750ldep
$750/mo
436-5085
MSU students wel3BR, 1 BA,
come
detached
C/H/A,
garage. W/D included.
1 year lease, no pets.
lmi West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650/mo. $650/secure
ty deposit. Call Judy @
270-753-1718
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 1 21S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, private, $295/mo
plus $425 sec. dep
474-2520
1st Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve
I BR & 28R Apis
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Fat. 283

cr

Equal opportandy

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*
INSURANeE,
Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100'i of
the Deductibles
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Corner of Ill S. 8. (.1endale.

10)(10 $25 107(15 $40
(270)436-2524
(270)293-6906

NORTH WOOD
STORAGE
1302 13111,':ood Dr
•6x20
•6X24
•10X20
•10X24
(270)978-1107
(270) 978-11 09
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Fl

Avoid inflationary cost.

NIG

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

270-753-2411

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLUM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Ferry IsaacsdSiiren Isaacs, Owner,

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224
PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Commerical Prop For Rent
RETAIL Store in Hazel
+ISF
5000
$750.00/month
270-492-8211

Pets& Supplies
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
Free cats and kittens
270-556-5352
Miniature Dachshund.
Female, 8wks old,
753-6619
$250.00.
leave msg.
Real Estate

Murray Ledger & 'Times Lair
!lousing Act Notice
All real estate acherttsed herein
gibtect to the Federal Fair
.Act, which makes it
I
to ad% ertiw any preter'•
limitation or dist:minabased on race, color. wli.
handicaplamilial star national origin.. or interto make arls' such preferlimitations or discrtnuna'• raw- torbid ch.crimination
wk. rental or achertwing
•
%-state based on lades in
• in to those protected
r Weral ass
ill knowingly accept any
rtising torts-al estate w hich
•! in % iolanon iii the la% All
are hereby tntormed
.
!hat all dwellings advertised are
a‘ailable on an equal opportunit% basis.

For further assistance iaith Fair
Housing Ad% ertismg requirc•
, contact NSA Counsel
,
ment
ono
Rene P Milam

4400...0

2.5 story brick house
with barn on 8 scenic
acres. Price reduced
Call 293-7252 to view
3BR. 2.5BA. 1,650 sqft
brick w/ vinyl trim.
Conveniently located.
Near new HVAC„gutters, & appliances.
$121,500. Call
227-5432, 293-9947
Beautiful brick home.
2,000sqft, 313R, 38A. 2
car garage. carport.
3acres. lake. 4MI to
Murray. $249,000 00
731-247-6193

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in

Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032
Price reduced. 3 acres,
3BR, 2BA. brick house.
Great condition & modernized. $119.000 270705-3612
Two story 3BR, IBA.
All appliances included
on 4 acres. Located
Wildcat
between
Recreation Area and
Irvin Cobb Resort.
$64.000.00. 293-5587

Call Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson at
753-1916
and place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week 2x1
$6.00 a week
13 week contract
Runs on Monday
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
Laminate
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570.

We Finance
hollandmotersales.com
270-753-4461

2001 Dodge Dakota
Sport, 4x4. 90.000
auto.
V6,
miles
$7.500.00. 753-1308

Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
(Duality Service
270-293-8192

Nor
HAPP
Tuesda
This ye
and a I
through
confusi:
outcom ,
your Ii
someon

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It AIII
No Job To Small!
270-873-9916
or visit our website
kentuckylake
remodeling.com
FREE ESTIMATES

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(27b) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
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Mail this coupon with payment to:

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129.

2 B's CLEANING
SERVICE
Res 'Comm
Top to Bottom
No job too big
or too small
(270) 227-6337

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.

753-9562

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.

Comm
Troop:
Meyer,
31. M:
milita
coura•
the Ke
cers," •
but it
pie an
Police

270-627-1120

wwwhillelectric.corn
270-210-6267
LOCAL-TREE Service
Tree Removal
Trimming
Stump Grinding
& More
Fully Insured

HON.

270-753-2279

TREE SERVICE

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

H I E ectnc

Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONY "1 H %A IS

ALLCARE

Services Offered

227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
additons,
Remodel.
decks, vinyl siding.
home/ mobile home
repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-0353

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

STUMP
REMOVAL

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

(27
(27

- PREPLANNING -Dallas MIlouxhby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. 81,024 on Part A; $135 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

An EEO, M/F/D, AA employer.

*El
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
a.

Ken*

Iger & Times

Murra Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
General Contractor

NES

*Additions
*Kitchens & Buthroony
*Decks A Outdoor
Kneisens

if you've got It we con store It
—

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

— Fti.9a.m.

—
— Non:12p.m.
Tuelp.m.

—

Licensed & Insured

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St

H‘i
11 \

All sizes available call today
to reserve your storage unit

VV‘,,rr
\LI

\

• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated

270-753-2905

759-11.51 • 293-2783
293-2784

VISA
LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

HILL SEPTIC

•Tnmming

EXCAVATION

*Removal

Al Veer Septa tkeile

SUDOKU
Conceptis Sudoetu

Locally owned

"Quality
workmanship you
can depend on!"

B Da%r Green

24 3

Licensed & Insured

Gnnding
•Firewood
*Insured

Installation
dg Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

*Stump

(270)925-5387

(270) 489-2839

S

Continuous Gutters

Answer to previous puzzle

40 yrs

Owner

MEEI

Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480

270-293-5624

REMODELING
$S We will save
YOU money SS

Free Estimates
References
(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

MITCHELL'S
LAWN &
LANDSCAPIN eDirt Work
Dozer Work
Tractor Work
Bush HOgging

2

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning

Serving Murray '
Calloway County tor
over 40 years
Free estimates
270-753-5827

6

1 q

FREE
PALLETS

8

1

5 8 9 7 6, 4 2

978

Loading Dock
of Murray
Ledger & Times

227-0906

First Come First Serve

mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

The Place To Start...
Murray Ledger &

Please No
Phone Calls

Timis 270-753-1915

need sontesvArre lo
store your slur

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

Uallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimere

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

www.geelle weebly.coni
(270) 759-0890

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853
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HONORARY

TROOPER:

Kentucky
State
Police
Commissioner Rodney Brewer, left, presented an Honorary
Trooper Certificate to former U.S. Marine Corps Sgt. Dakota
Meyer, a Medal of Honor recipient from Greensburg, on Oct.
31. Meyer recently received the medal, which is the highest
military decoration awarded by the U.S. government, for his
courageous actions during combat in Afghanistan. "I look at
the Kentucky State Police as the Marine Corps of police officers," said Meyer."You can receive the highest award there is,
but it still doesn't feel as good as going out and helping people and making a difference," he said. "The Kentucky State
Police do that every day."

by Jacqueline Bigar

BIRTHDAY

for

Tuesday. Nov. 8, 2011:

This year you have many ideas
and a little too much to follow
through on. Frustration and/or
confusion could be the natural
outcome. Focus on the quality of
your life. If you are single,
someone you meet this year is
unlikely to be a long-term bond.
If you are attached, the two of
you often see life goals and the
path to get there differently.
Don't view each other as wrong;
simply accept the other person
and his or her views. Your relationship will become easier.
TAURUS can be challenging.

it our website
tuckylake
.deling.com
ESTIMATES

BE

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You spark like lightning.
If someone is on your bad side,
he or she might wish to be otherwise. An assumption you make
could be totally off base. You

IMES
al Mail
$55.00
$105.00

ther Mail
eriptions
.$75.00
$96.00
$145.00

lot of fire and get-up-andgo. Tap into your creativity when
facing a snafu. Tonight: Don't go
until the wee hours.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might feel slightly out
of sorts as you try to come to a
conclusion. Give yourself time;
don't pressure yourself. You will
see the right path, though it
could be much later, or tomorrow. Tonight: Read between the
lines.
have a

(May 21-June 20)
***** A friend points to the
GEMINI

right path, though there is a defiant side to you that doesn't want
to go along. Of course, ultimately, it is your call, and no one
else's. You will experience the
ramifications either way, too.
Tonight: Play until you are too
tired.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Accept your role hght now.
even if you aren't comfortable.
We all would like more control -you are no exception. Right now
you really have tremendous
sway and impact. First you need
to know what you want, OK?
Tonight: Until the wee hours.

secison
'yin

Groomer
Lea Ann Pullen

This holiday season. Ethan waits
for a life-saving organ transplant.
112,000 Americans and their
families arc waiting, too.

You can help by supporting
organ donation. You can give
hope just by saying YES.

tent to:
Kentucky
Circuit
Court
Clerks
'

flea

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
er. Do yourself a favor and try
**** Look to positive changes not to isolate yourself or spend
and opportunities. Someone in too much time alone. You could
your immediate environment be a very sorry camper othercould be a bit sour. Go forward
wise. Tonight: The later it gets,
and avoid this person for now. the better it is.
Mobilize your energy positively. SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Others feel inspired by you, 21)
making
anything
possible. *** Focus on getting the job
Tonight: Make it early.
done, whatever that looks like.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Push comes to shove with a
**** A key partner pushes friend or loved one. You might
you very hard. You might not wonder why you are doing what
always feel like you have your you are doing. Stay centered
finances handled. Stay open to knowing full well when enough is
suggestions. A partner could test enough. Feelings
run
to
your limits. Be careful with anger extremes when dealing with othand projecting it. Tonight: Let ers. Tonight: At home.
your imagination kick in.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** If you can work from
**** You could be sour and
home, by all means. do. A boss
coloring a situation far more neg- or higher-up could be close to
atively than need be. One-on- impossible. Why would you subone relating could be tense. Toss ject yourself to that treatment? A
yourself into something you communication is vague. The
might enjoy doing more. Tonight: other party might not be as sure
Go along with another's ideas. as he or she would like to be.
You will like the outcome.
Tonight: Yipping up a storm.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You have a lot to get done, **** You might find it a little
but you will get it done. Simply difficult to get someone to talk
focus on one project after anoth- who has no intention of spilling

the beans. Try as you might, you
get
nowhere
very
fast.
Frustration builds to unprecedented levels. You might feel
unusually inspired and pick up
on what is going on. Confirm,
please. Tonight: Visit on the way
home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Discord easily could con-

tinue if the topic is finances.
Someone has a vested interest
in your thoughts and ideas.
Realize what is happening
behind the scenes. Know what
you
need
to
OCCUf.
Understanding evolves once you
put yourself in another person's
place. Tonight: Catch up on
calls.

Retirement Solutions with a Personal Much
Let me assist you in all of your IRA.
Pension, 401(k) and Retirement needs.

Diana Thomason
Final(

Consuitunt

270-761-4121

300 Maple St.• Murray
diana thomason(c_rintercarolina.net
Call today for your free consultation!
Setaintle,ctlicred through Inter,arolina Finamial Seri,.,'.Member F MBA/51PC
1410 Battleground Aye Suite 4410• Cireenshorn, N(' 27410• 5(41-326-3705

-the
Give the Gift of Life

MX

By BOB McGAUGHEY
MSu Public Relations
Five alumni of Murray State
University's department of organizational
communications
returned to campus in late
October to speak with current
students in the program.
The panel, introduced by
department chairman, Dr. Steve
Cox, included Lance Allison.
president/CEO,
MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce; Bo Barron. a broker
with
Sperry
Van
Ness.
Owensboro; Bradley Leath.
president of Go Minis Storage
On the Go, Owensboro;
Jonathan Burdon, owner of
Alreadyhosting.com. Murray;
and Mike Nacke. president of
Mike Nacke Communications.
Nashville.
The alumni described their
businesses and how they get
MSU photo provided
started with them. Following the Dr. Steve Cox, chair of the department of organizational communication at Murray State
presentations, there was a ques- -University, thanks org com alumni for participating in a panel discussion for students majoring
tion-and-answer session in in the program during the annual Org Com Day 2011.
Wrather Hall.
event where organizational corn- back to campus to share their organizational communications
Org Com Day is an annual
munication alumni are invited success stories with current majors.
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Tree

YEARRY'S
Service and

Garage Door Sake
Maintenance

PICK UP

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &

PUMPING

& TRUCKING

(270)873-2098

1 Home

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Sudoku a a number-plaang puzzle based on a 9x9 god yeah
several given numbers The obiect a to place the !unbars 1 to 9
in the empty squares so that each row, each coltann and each
3x3 box contains the same number orgy once. The 015ctity Nowa
of the Concepss Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.

Lights, Electricity and 24/7 Surveillance

— Thur.12p.m.
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•Testr Offs
Recovers olkspairs

(270)228-5444

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage. Hwy 94E
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Jonas Roofing Co
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Join the
Kentucky Organ
Donor Registry
today.
I

Full Service Grooming For
All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today
For An Appointment

(270) 753-6749

Prvir Ant

www.trustforlife.org • 866-945-5433
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Lonely boy needs wife's

8• Monday, November 7, 2011

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Hazel City Council is considering changing their business
license ordinance. The current
business license costs $25 with
the exception of beauticians. Rita
Emery and Nancy Mieure volunteered to study the current ordinance and determine changes that
might need to be made.
Bryan Furches has recently been
selected to participate in the
National . Leadership Forum on
Law from Nov. 6-11 in Washington. He is the 17-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Tripp Furches.
Murray State volleyball player
Kim Cappa earned her third
straight Ohio Valley'L Conference
Rookie of the Week-'award and
her fourth in the last five weeks
Monday.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University Presint Dr. Ronald J. Kurth focused
the university's budget matrs during a presentation to the
, acuity Senate Thursday stating
that he now officially knew the
rement the university will face
1991-92 will be $1.4 million
more.
Recently reported births include
it girl to Mr. and Mrs;Don Walker. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Denton; and a boy to Mr. and
's. Louie Henson.
To commemorate the 50th
iversary of the sneak attack
Pearl Harbor, the AMVETS
St 45 has a special Pearl HarPin.
Thirty years ago
J.C. Penney Company, Inc. has
its plans for a 1CPeny department store in the ChestHills Shopping Center.
Published is a picture of beavers
ing sticks, logs, bottles, brush
other objects to make a winhome in a portion of Clarks
ver in southwest Calloway
nty.
Recently reported births include
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
umian.

f

1r

OMNI/

the Battle of Tippecanoe.
In 1916. Republican Jeannette
Rankin of Montana became the first
woman elected to Congress.
In 1917. Russia's Bolshevik
Revolution took _place as forces
led by Vladimir Ilyich Lenin overthrew the provisional government
of Alexander Kerensky.
In 1940, Washington state's
original Tacoma Narrows Bridge.
nicknamed "Galloping Geriie:collapsed into Puget Sound during a
windstorm.
In 1944. President Franklin D.
Roosevelt won an unprecedented

fourth term in office, defeating
Thomas E. Dewey.
In 1980. actor Steve McQueen
died in Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua.
Mexico, at age 50.
. In 1$91. basketball star Magic
Johnson announced that he had tested positive for the AIDS virus,
and was retiring. (Despite his HIV
status. Johnson has been able to
sustain himself with medication.)
Ten years ago: More than 15
months after a Concorde crashed
outside Paris, two of the world's
only supersonic jetliners returned
tb the skies.
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STICKS
CHASED
FREE!

YOU THROW,j

WE
RETRIEVE

FOUR
STICKS,
NO
WAITING

LESS OF A
LAUNDRY
LOAD
Dear
Heloise: I'm
watching my
pennies and
saving where
I can. I want
by
to share a hint:
Heloise
When I'm
a
doing
LOAD OF LAUNDRY that is not
heavily dirty or stained. I fill the
machine, let the clothes agitate
for a few minutes. turn it off and
let the clothes soak for 10-15 minutes. Then I turn it on again so
that it agitates for a few minutes,
then goes into the rest of the
cycle. They come clean, and I
save electricity. -- Big Red in
Omaha, Neb.
A "green hint" to help save a
little on the energy bill, but remember, don't use the second rinse
cycle to save even more on water.
Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
.Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
FAST FACTS'
Dear Readers: Other uses for
baby-food glass jars:

ACROSS
1
5
9
10
12
13
14
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
26
29
30
31
32
34
37
38
39
40
41

*ONO

Do Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. Go to his website
to send questions and get addiinformation:
tional
www.AskDoctorK.com.
COPYRIGHT 2011 THE
PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS
OF HARVARD COLLEGE
DISTRIBUTED BY UNIVERSAL UCLICK FOR UFS

Use to store extra buttons.
Store nails and screws in
your workshop.
Make a mini snow globe.
Fill with water and glitter, and
glue a small figurine inside the
top.
Use as water and/or paint
CUPS when painting.
Store matches in them to
keep dry.
Heloise
MAILING LABELS
Dear Heloise: I just realized
that I should send some of those
free mailing labels (that I'm always
getting in the mail) to my friends
whom I correspond with. Since
our address is long, I know it
will help them. -- Molly Benoit,
via email
Just remember that the U.S.
Postal Service says that the font
size (the size of the lettering) when
you use an address label or address
an envelope needs to be no smaller than a size 10 font. -- Heloise
HANDY SHOE HOLDERS
Dear Heloise: Our bedroom
doesn't have enough wall space
for a bureau. My husband and I
each have LOTS of T-shirts, so I
bought two hanging closet shoe
holders. I store my T-shirts by color,
and my husband stores his "best"
T-shirts at the top and his "paint-

ing and banana-picking" T-shirts
at the bottom. Each shoe slot can
hold three or four T-shirts. -- Chris
Wooding, Haiku, Hawaii
Aloha to my friends in Maui.
Heloise
Mahalo.
EASY PARKING ID
Dear Heloise: I would park
my car at stores and forget where
I parked. Now I can go directly
to my car. Most stores have their
logo on the building. I always
park in the row that aligns with
the logo. It may take more steps
to get into the store, but I no
longer wander the parking lot. -A Reader, via email
CAT HINT
Dear Heloise: For your cats,
keep several small toys inside a
bag of catnip to become infused
with the smell. Exchange with
current playthings now and then
to keep them interesting. -- Mary
Lou McDonald, Erie. Pa.
SOUND OFF
Dear Readers: When traveling and going through security at
the airport, why do people wait
until they are at the conveyor belt
before they start removing items
that need to go in the bins? This
is so aggravating, especially when
Heloise
the line is long.
(e)2011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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I LIKE TO PAINT SUPER
HEROES!SEE? MY SUPER.
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FLOWERS.

Sometimes
they can, but it depends on what's
causing your tooth discoloration.
Sometimes even professional procedures can't make your teeth
sparkling white.
Some stains do resiiond to
cleaning and whitening procedures.
For example, the brown or yellow stains caused by tobacco, coffee and some foods can usually
be removed by a trip to the dentist for a cleaning.
It may surprise you to know
that Some metals can change your
tooth color if you inhale or swallow them. Copper can turn your
teeth green, while mercury can
turn them black. I had a patient
once who put copper pennies in
the water when she put flowers
in a vase. The copper kept the
water from clouding up. One day
she accidentally swallowed the
don't ask me
water in the vase
why; I was too amazed to ask
her.
These types of stains usually
respond well to professional cleaning or tooth-whitening procedures,
as they did in her case.
Tooth discoloration related to
damage or death of the pulp is

Crosswords

/S.

THE TEACHER SAYS
WE'RE SUPPOSED
TO OE PAINTIN6

harder To to.. but not impossible.
The pulp is the soft, inner part
of your tooth that contains blood
vessels and nerves. When it is
damaged or killed, the tooth looks
darker. Lightening the pulp with
bleach can whiten the tooth's
appearance
Certain childhood events can
cause hard-to-treat stains and discoloration of the teeth. Taking the
antibiotic tetracycline in childhood
can cause stains that are hard or
impossible to whiten away. And
children raised drinking water that
has an excess of certain minerals
in it (such as copper or silver)
can have unevenly colored teeth.
Even stains like these that dbn't
respond well to whitening or cleoing can sometimes be masked by
bonding. In this procedure, the
dentist paints a plastic-like material onto the tooth, which whitens
it.
It's important for you to know
that, ironically, too much tooth
whitening can make your teeth look
gray. The whitening procedures
can make the teeth translucent,
instead of opaque white. That's
one of the many reasons you should
see your dentist before taking any
drastic steps to whiten your teeth.
Using whitening toothpaste regularly is fine, not drastic. But check
with your dentist before doing more
than that.
We have a lot of information
about dental health in our Special Health Report, "Dental Health
for Adults: A Guide to Protecting Your Teeth and Gums." You
can learn about it at my website.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I'd like
to ha% e whiter teeth But no mat
ter what I try, including whitening toothpaste and other drugstore
treatments. I can't get the brightness I %%ant Can protessional
treatments help"
DEAR
READER:
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There
many myths
and misconceptions when
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our teeth One
of the most
is
common
that all stains
discoland
can
Dr. Komaroff orations
By
be
easily
Dr. Anthony
whitened or
Komaroff
cleaned away.

Hints From Heloise

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Nov. 7, the
311th day of 2011. There are 54
'lays left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 7, 1911, Marie
Bklodowska Curie was awarded
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry,eight
gears after winning the Nobel
Prize in Physics with her late busLtd. Pierre.
On this date:
In .1811, U.S. forces led by
Indiana Territory Gov. William
Henry Harrison defeated warriors
from Tecumseh's Confederacy in

Murra

Not everyone's teeth
can be sparkling white

sympathy not suspicion

Edwin Larson was the $1,100
Cashpot winner at Storey's Food
It's possible that a religious
DEAR ABBY: Our neighbor's
Giant. He was presented his check
could help her to view
adviser
rega
become
has
"Donny:
son.
manby Geneva Warren, office
ular fixture in our home. His par- this differently. hut if she can't
ager.
ents divorced years ago, and his find sympathy in her heart for
Forty years ago
the boy, then I recommend you
Donna .Bigert. Bucktown, NJ. father is terminally ill.
talk to Donny's mother about finda
as
me
"adopted"
has
Donny
was crowned homecoming queen
spent a ing a Big Brother tor him, through
have
We
figure.
father
UniState
at activities at Murray
great deal of time together. Not her religious denomination
versity. The Racers beat Austin
having a son -- I have daughters
Peay 16-6 in a football game
DEAR ABBY: My 16-year-- I admit that
played on a rainy muddy field
with old son. "Victor," is hearingbeing
at old Cutchin Stadium.
him is a nov- impaired. He wears hearing aids
Airman Michael J. Farley, son
in both ears. The aids are small
elty.
of Mr. and Mrs: Joe P. Farley.
My wife, and not easily seen.
graduated from the aircraft
Recently we were in a— new
on. the other
mechanic course at Sheppard Air
band,feels no doctor's office, and the nurse was
Force Base. Texas.
one should talking to my son but looking in
Army Private Eugene Banks.
"infiltrate" another direction. When I explained
son of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
her family. that Victor is hearing-impaired and
Banks, has completed advanced
There are few couldn't hear her, she replied, "Oh.
-- selective hearindividual training at U.S. Army
Dear Abby boys in our I know teenagers
Armor Center, Fort Knox.
neighbor- ing." I said, "No, he is hearingFifty years ago
and impaired and wears hearing aids.'
hood,
By Abigail
The same thing happened at
Marine Major Joseph 0. CompDonny isn't
Van Buren
old enough to summer camp. My husband said
ton, Jr., is serving at First Marine
Di vision Headquarters Camp
venture to other streets in search Victor has a hearing problem, and
Pendleton, Cal.
of playmates. I can't bring myself the counselor responded with, "So
Frank Hill, Charles Outland and
to turn him away knowing how I need to smack him on the side
Dan Shipley were elected as offilonely he is and how difficult his of his head to get him to listen?"
Please inform your readers that
cers of the Young Farmers Class
life will become. I worry that he's
a prime candidate for a predator. hearing aids aren't just for older
of the adult farmer vocational
or that he could start drinking or people. My son has informed peoagricultural training program.
smoking at an early age. I'd rather ple he wears hearing aids because
Jimmy Wilson got 22 points at
he can't hear well, and he still
have him in our house where
Calloway
the
pace
to
Clinton
the same smart-alecky retorts.
gets
safe.
he's
know
County High School Lakers to a
My wife says we can't save Have you any suggestions? -51-45 overtime basketball victoeveryone. and I know that. But NOT BEING FLIPPANT IN
ry over Hickman County.
when I hear about the bad things PENNSYLVANIA
Sixty years ago
DEAR NOT BEING FLIPthat happen to kids on the news,
Alben Barkley. vice president
PANT: Oh, yes. The nurse in
was
where
wonder
me
makes
it
of the United States, was picsomeone who could have helped your doctor's office was tactless.
tured as he made a talk here on
If she didn't apologize for her
them.
Demothe
of
Nov. 5 in support
get my wife to see comment, you should have menI
can
How
cratic candidates.
this is a chance to make a dif- tioned it to the doctor so he could
Recently reported births. include
in this boy's life, and that educate her not only about hearference
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ellino threat to our family unit? ing loss, but also about diplomahe's
son: a boy to Mr. and Mts. Jus-- FRIEND OF A LONELY CHILD cy. As to the ignorant camp counton Hughes: and a boy to Mr.
DEAR FRIEND: Your wife selor, your husband should have
and Mrs. Jim Cullivan.
appears to be responding to Donny immediately reported it to the
Kathleen Patterson.Eureta Hernon an emotional rather than a camp director.
ing, Mavis McCamish, Bonnie
After reading your letter. I conrational level. Because she didn't
Crouch. Georgia Wear and Lot- "produce" a son, she views the sulted Dr. Rick Friedman at the
rye Suiter attended the state contime or emotional nourishment House Ear Clinic in Los Angevention of the Association for
that you give Donny as some- les, who told me that approxiChildhood Education at Owensthing being taken away from her mately one in 2,000 children is
boro Nov. 2-3.
-e born with hearing problems.
daughters. That's. sad.
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MURRAY STATE 38,(15) TENNESSEE TECH 37
Racer Sports in Brief

The winds of change

Cullen earns
OVC's
Specialist of RACERS TAKE
DOWN No. 15
the Week
RANKED TECH
honors
From MSU Athletics
AFTER MISSED
After setting Murray State
and Ohio Valley Conference
records in the Racers 38-37
victory over #15 Tennessee
Tech, kicker Kienan Cullen
was named the adidas OVC
Specialist of the Week, the
league office announced
Sunday.
Cullen (Louisville, Ky.)
tied the MSU scoring record
when he kicked his first extra
point in the first quarter.
After recovering his own
onside kick, Cullen took the
record all to himself when he
converted his second extra
point at the end of the possession. He now has 270 career
points, breaking the old
record of 263 points held by
Paul Hicked. Cullen also
ranks ninth on the all-time
OVC scoring list.
He was successful on all
five extra-point attempts,
marking the first time all season the Racers have converted all of their attempts.
Cullen also made history
in the second quarter as he
connected on a 33-yard field
goal. The field goal was the
53rd of his career, breaking
the tie with Kelly Potter
(Middle Tennessee, 1981-84)
for the all-time OVC record.
He is 10-for-11 on field goals
this season, with his only
miss being blocked. ,
In his career, Cullen is 53for-71 on field goals, with a
long of 48. He has made at
least 10 field goals in all four
seasons, including a careerhigh 15 field goals in 2010.
The senior also averaged
41.5 yards on four punts,
including downing both of
his second-half punts inside
the 15-yard line.

Heibel,
Gerlach lead
Racers in fall
tournament
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State men's
tennis team finished. its Fall
schedule by hosting the
Murray State Invitational at
Kenlake Tennis Center in
Aurora, Ky. The Racers hosted the tournament Nov. 4-6,
with Jacksonville State,
Western
Samford
and
Kentucky joining them for the
competition.
Freshman Daniel Heibel
led the team with two singles
wins and a doubles victory
with red-shirt sophomore
Dylan Gerlach. Heibel defeated Felipe Watanabe from
Jacksonville State (4-6. 6-4,
11-9) and Western Kentucky's
Fish (6-2,6-4).
Andrew
Gerlach and Heibel teamed up
to earn a win over Tyler Pamer
and Patrick DeSeroux from
WKU (8-2).
"We host this tournament
so the entire team can play six
matches and get more experience," said head coach Mel
Purcell. "It allows you to play
your freshman in more matches and give them a lot of experience before we go into the
Spring season. I think this
weekend's competition was
good for us."
Gerlach was one of three
other Racer players to earn a
singles victory, with sophomore Arthur Valle and freshman Aleks Mitric picking up
the other two wins. Senior
Jose Berardo and Valle also
combined for a doubles win.

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Sometimes, the football gods
have a funny sense of humor.
Just ask Murray State kicker
Kienan Cullen.
Cullen, who owns nearly
every kicking record not only at
Murray State but in the Ohio
Valley Conference, has seen just
about everything.
That's why Saturday's finish
at No. 15 ranked Tennessee Tech
didn't shock the senior special
teams star at all.
In fact, Cullen said he could
• sense it coming.
Trailing 38-31 with 2:05 left
to play Saturday afternoon in
front of a packed Homecoming
crowd, Tennessee Tech's Tre
Lamb found wide reciever Tun
Benford open in the endzone,
giving the Golden Eagles a
chance to tie the game pendin
the extra point.
Tennessee Tech kicker Zach
Sharp. who was a perfect 34-for34 on extra point attempts prior
to the snap, watched as his 35th
attempt of the season clanked off
the left upright and fell back into
the endzone.
Sharp's hands went to his helmet, his knees to the ground, and
Cullen said all he could dcwas
smile and take it all in.
After falling to Eastern
Kentucky by one point just a
week ago after a missed PAT
from Brandon Potts, the Racers
fortunes had changed dramatically in the way of irony.
"People get gut feelings, I
actually had a gut feeling that he
was.,going to mess up on it,"
Cullen said. "It wasjusta relief."
The game was still far from
over, however, and while most
--players on the Murray State
sideline began to celebrate, quarterback Casey Brockman and
head coach Chris Hatcher's
minds went straight to the next
play.
"There's no question, my
mind went straight to the onside
kick," Hatcher said. "With that
much time left, everything goes
through your mind."
With 2:03 left in the fourth
quarter, the Golden Eagles still
had a puncher's chance. All they
would need to do was recover an
onside kick and get into field
goal range to give Sharp a
chance at redemption.
That moment would never
come.
With the "hands" team on the
field for the first team all season,
the kick-off trickled end-overend, out of bounds, giving the
Racers the ball and securing a
much needed win.

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
Murray State linebacker Tevin Wells drags down Tennessee Tech wide receiver Zack Ziegler from behind Saturday
during the Racers 38-37 victory over the then 15th ranked Golden Eagles.
With Tennessee, Tech out of
timeouts, Murray State was able
to kneel the ball three-straight
times, running out the clock and
giving Hatcher perhaps his first
signature OVC win as the
Racers' head coach.
"We made plays today when
we needed to make them,"
Hatcher said after the game.
"That was the difference in the
ball game."
Tennessee Tech .scored the
first 10 points of the genie
Saturday, thanks in part to a slow
start from the Murray State
offense.
Junior quarterback Casey
Brockman threw three-straight
incompletions to open the game.
but then settled in to connect on
his next 10 pass attempts. On his
I I th, Brockman tied the singleseason completion record, then
broke the record in the second
quarter, finishing 31-for-43 with
270 yards and three touchdowns.
Brockman found freshman
Nevar Griffin down the middle
of the field for a 24-yard strike in
the first quarter, then senior running back Mike Harris scored
•See RACERS, 10

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
Murray State defensive tackle Joe Gamskey lets out a scream as he exits the field
Saturday aftern000n at Tennessee Tech.

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE: BENGALS 24. TITANS 14

Bengals win fifth straight, take down Titans
TENNESSEE FALLS TO .500 AFTER
LOSING TWO OF LAST THREE
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
The Cincinnati Bengals are on a
roll unlike anything seen by this
franchise since 1988 with five
straight wins, and coach Marvin
Lewis says it doesn't matter.
"Half of these guys weren't
even alive 23 years ago," Lewis
said.
Rookie Andy Dalton threw
for three touchdowns and 217

yards, and the Cincinnati
Bengals rallied from a 10-point
deficit and beat the Tennessee
Titans 24-17 Sunday for their
fifth straight victory.
The Bengals (6-2) last won
five in a row in 1988 when they
took the AFC championship and
went to their second Super
Bowl. They also improved to 41 on the road with the rookie
quarterback leading the Bengals
to 17 unanswered points as he

tossed TD passes to three different receivers.
"Our quarterback has done a
nice job," Lewis said. "It was
loud out there, louder than we
expected. I think he's done a
nice job of handling that.; He
doesn't get unnerved, he just
keeps coming back and just
playing."
Tennessee (4-4) has lost two
of three to wrap up a three-game
homestand. Chris Johnson had
110 yards from scrimmage, but
the Titans blew a 17-7 halftime
lead when the offense .cliut
down in the second half.

Tennessee Managed,just 95
yards in the final 30 minutes
with 30 on the final play that
came up well short of the end
zone. The Titans also held the
ball just 4 minutes, 38 seconds
of the fourth quarter in what
coach Mike Munchak called a
very disappointing loss.
"We didn't make a play the
whole second half, and then the
defense took their turn.and we
couldn't make a stop," Munchak
said.
Cincinnati came in with the
fourth-stingiest defense in the
NFL, and he Bengals helped

shut down the Titans in the second half. Carlos Dunlap had twa
sacks, and Nate Clements
stripped the ball for the lone
turnover. Clements forced
Titans tight end Jared Cook
fumble at the end of an 8-yard
gain to give Cincinnati the ball
at the Tennessee 20 with 3:49
left.
Mike Nugent kicked a 36yard field goal for the final margin.
Tennessee got the ball back
with one last shot, but struggled
with two 10-second runoffs and,
•See TT1ANS, 10
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE: CARDINALS 19, RAMS 13

Rams fall to Cardinals in overtime
99-YARD PUNT RETURN FROM
PETERSON GIVES CARDINALS WIN
By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writer
GLENDALE, Anz. (AP) —
An ugly game turned gorgeous in
the nick of time for the winstarved Arizona Cardinals.
Patrick Peterson returned a
punt 99 yards for a touchdown in
overtime to give the Cardinals a
stunning 19-13 victory over the
St. Louis Rams on Sunday, bringing it dramatic end to Arizona's
six-game losing streak.
Peterson, the fifth pick overall
in the draft out of LSU, became
the first player in NFL history to
have three punt returns for scores
in his first eight games. His latest
was the second in NFL history to
come in overtime. The other was
86 yards by Tamarick Vanover of
Kansas City to beat San Diego on
Oct. 9, 1995.
"He's a special young man,"
Arizona coach Ken Whisenhunt
said. "I'm glad that we have him
on our football team — my new
son."
Said an admiring Rams coach
Steve Spagnuolo, "That is a great
player and he made a great play at
a critical time."
Peterson, whose pass interference penalty moments earlier
seemed to set up the Rams (1-7)
for a game-winning field goal,
fielded the ball at the I. He evad-

ed and bounced off tacklers over
the next 30 yards or so, then outran everyone, striding the last few
yards in celebration of his third
punt return TD of the season_ as
Arizona (2-6) won for the first
time since the opening week of
the season.
"1 was like This team needs a
play," Peterson said. "I decided to
catch the ball and just run for my
life."
Asked what Whisenhunt told
him afterward, Peterson said, "he
loved me."
"I said 'Coach, I love you,
too.'"
Arizona's Calais Campbell
blocked Josh Brown's 42-yard
field goal attempt as regulation
ended to force the overtime.
"It is probably the toughest
loss I have had since I have been
in the league," said Rams quarterback Sam Bradford, back after
missing two games with a high
ankle sprain. "I felt that for the
most part we controlled this
game. At the end with the opportunities we had in their territory
and to possibly go ahead and not
convert, it is tough."
John Skelton, starting in place
of Arizona's Kevin Kolb, gave up
safeties on consecutive plays in
the third quarter, then threw a 13yard touchdown pass to Larry

Fitzgerald with 4:51 to tie the
game at 13-13.
Brown had field goals of 48,
37 and 41 yards.
Steven Jackson rushed for 130
yards in 29 carries and Bradford
was 23 of 36 for 255 yards.
Skelton was 20 of 35 for 222
yards for the Rams.
Donnie Jones twice pinned the
Cardinals inside their 10-yard line
in the third quarter to set up the
safeties. The first punt was
downed at the 2. Arizona moved
it to the 5, then James Hall burst
through for a sack for a safety that
boosted St. Louis' lead to 11-6.
Arizona got the ball at its 9 the
next time, and Skelton was called
for intentional grounding on a
rollout pass, giving the Rams a
13-6 lead.
It was the first time a player
yielded two safeties in a quarter
since Aaron Rodgers did it
against Minnesota on Nov. 9,
2008. The last player to have
safeties on consecutive plays was
Kordell Stewart of Pittsburgh
against Jacksonville on Oct. 3,
1999.
The safeties marked the first
time in NFL history that a team
had scored a total of four points in
a quarter.
"We just gave them four points
in two possessions right there
with those plays," Skelton said,
"but no one lost faith on the sidelines."
With Kolb out with a turf toe,
Skelton brought the Cardinals

back with a no-huddle offense.
He completed 5 of 7 passes for 47
yards and scrambled twice for 28
on a nine-play, 84-yard drive for
the game's only touchdown on a
leaping grab by Fitzgerald in the
back of the end zone.
The Rams took the subsequent
kickoff and drove to the Arizona
32, where they had third-and-I,
but twice Jackson was stopped
for no gain, the first time by
O'Brien Schofield, the second by
Darnell Dockett.
The Cardinals couldn't take
advantage, though, because
Skelton fumbled but recovered
for a I5-yard loss and Arizona
had to punt with a minute to play
in regulation.
Bradford's 23-yard pass to
Austin Pettis moved the ball to
the 42, then a 5-yarder to Pettis
moved it to the 37. Cornerback
Michael Adams was injured on
the play and had to be caned off.
St. Louis tight end Lance
Kendricks and wide receiver
Greg Salas had been taken off on
carts earlier.
The pass interference penalty
on Peterson — against Brandon
Lloyd, who caught five for 80
yards — moved the ball well
within Brown's range. The
Cardinals had lost four games by
four points or fewer and they
seemed headed for a fifth, until
the 6-foot-8 Campbell, with a
generous shove from teammate
Darnell Dockett, knocked the
kick away.

•Titans
From Page 9
no timeouts. Lavelle Hawkins
was tackled after a 30-yard gain
to the Cincinnati 32 after time
expired with Johnson nearby
ready for a lateral.
"I guess he just didn't see
me," Johnson said.
Now the Bengals head into
the toughest part of their schedule two wins ahead of their total
of last season. Cincinnati faces
the Steelers twice and the
Ravens once in its next four
games.
"We're at where we want to
be now, and that's in the thick of
things in our division," said
Bengals rookie receiver A.J.
Green, who caught seven passes
for 83 yards.
"We've got some division
games coming up that are going

to be tough, but I feel like this
team right here is going to fight
and compete in every game."
They took over after halftime. outgaining Tennessee 97-8
in total offense in the third quarter. Dalton took advantage of a
defensive pass interference play
to set up his second TD pass, a
15-yarder to Jerome Simpson.
The rookie QB from Texas
Christian then drove the
Bengalis .75 yards .using up _6
minutes, 55 seconds before
finding Andre Caldwell for a 5-!
yard TI) with 10:52 left and a
21-17 lead that Cincinnati never
lost.
"We're doing whatever we
have to do to win the game. and
that's the biggest thing for the
season," Dalton said.
Johnson ran pretty well at

times and finished with 64 yards
rushing and 46 yards receiving.
But the Titans wasted their best
field position at the Cincinnati
49 on the opening possession of
the third quarter.
In a sign of how much they
would struggle, they wound up
going backward with a penalty
and went three-and-out.
The Titans had all the
momentum at halftime after
scoring two touchdowns in the
second quarter. Matt Hasselbeck
was 10 of 13 for 117 yards with
a 143.3 passer rating in the quarter, tossing an 8-yard TD pass to
Damian Williams where the second-year receiver tapped his
toes in at the back of the end
zone before falling out.
Hasselbeck then found
Hawkins in the back right cor-

•Racers
From Page 9
from four yards out to give the
Racers an early 14-10 advantage, capping off a drive that
started after Cullen recovered
his own onside kick.
From that point, Brockman
said he knew Murray State was
in for a shootout.
"Game's like that are exciting, and I knew there pretty early
on that we were going to have to
match them point for point,"
Brockman said. "We felt confident in our ability to move the
football and score, and we knew
our defense would make the
plays they needed to make like
they have all season."
Tied at 31-31, Murray State
would take the lead on a oneyard touchdown run from
Brockman, set up by what
Hatcher called probably the
biggest catch of the game.
On second down with six
yards to go on the Tennessee

Tech 15-yard line, Brockman
found junior wide receiver
Patrick Robertson, who made a
diving, one-handed catch for 13
yards. giving Murray first-andgoal from the two-yard line.
It was Robertson's only catch
of the day in what was his first
game action in several weeks
after missing time with an ankle
injury.
Ha:cher said even though it
was easy to look at the missed
extra point as the difference in
the game, his team played better
in all facets of the game, giving
them the opportunity to be in it
at the end.
"We played well all day,"
Hatcher said. "The difference
between today and last week is
that we made a lot of big plays
when we needed to."
With the loss, the Golden
Eagles' hopes of post-season
play are all but gone. while the
Racers still have an opportunity

to make some noise over the
final two weeks of the season,
starting next Saturday against
Austin Peay.
Notes: Brockman set the
Murray State single-season completion record in the second
quarter. He now has 260 career
completions and has thrown for
at least three touchdowns in four
games this season. Cullen
became the all-time leading
scorer in school history on his
second extra point of the day. He
has now scored 270 total points
and currently ranks 10th overall
in total scoring in OVC history
and has kicked the most field
goals in OVC history with 53.
Harris ran for a team-high 60
yards with a touchdown, while
Duane Brady ran for 52 total
yards on 11 carries. Harris was
also the Racers leading receiver,
catching five passes for 73
yards. Ten different receivers
caught balls for MSU on the day,
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ner for a 16-yard TD pass 8 seconds before the half for a 17-7
lead.
Notes: The Bengals missed
scoring a defensive TD for a
fourth straight week when officials overruled a call that
Hasselbeck's pass was backward
when Dunlap knocked it down
and recovered it in the end zone.
Replay showed Hasselbeck's
pass was going forward when
Dunlap hit it. ... The Titans are
5-3 against Cincinnati since
moving to Tennessee, but the
Bengals have won two straight
in Nashville. ... Titans DE Dave
Ball had a concussion. Munchak
said WR Nate Washington hurt
his hip, and Hawkins dislocated
a finger before returning to the
game. TE Jared Cook hurt his
lower leg on the fumble.

with Ja-Vonta Trotter catching a
team-high six and Arthur
Brackett and Walter Powell each
tallying five receptions. Sam
Small and Darius Buck each
made eight tackles to lead the
Racers. MSU scored seven tackles-for-loss in the game, all
recorded by different players.
Kevin
Tyler Evans and
Robinson both had a sack on
defense, the third straight game
hat Robinson has recorded a
sack.

Pet
625
625
625
125

Pct
667
500
250
000

Pct
750
750
667
375

Pct
500
500
500
375

National Conference
East
L T Pct
W
PA
PF
6 2 0 750
N Y Giants
184
198
4 4 0 500
Dallas
175
179
3 4 0 429
Philadelphia
152
179
3 5 0 375
Washington
158
127
South
L T Pct
W
PA
PF
6 3 0 667
New Orleans
205
287
5 3 0 625
Atlanta
170
189
4 4 0 500
Tampa Bay
196
147
2 6 0 250
Carolina
207
187
North
E T Pct
W
PA
PF
8 0 0 1 000
Green Bay
179
275
6 2 0 750
Detroit
147
239
4 3 0 571
Chicago
150
170
2 6 0 250
Minnesota
199
172
West
E T Pct
W
PA
PF
1 0 875
7
San Francisco
118
206
2 6 0 250
Seattle
185
122
2 6 0 250
Arizona
196
162
7 0 125
1
St Louis
211
100
Sunday's Games
Dallas 23, Seattle 13
Miami 31. Kansas City 3
New Orleans 27, Tampa Bay 16
Houston 30, Cleveland 12
San Francisco 19, Washington 11
NY Jets 27. Buffalo 11
Atlanta 31. Indianapolis 7
Denver 38. Oakland 24
Cincinnati 24, Tennessee 17
Green Bay 45. San Diego 38
Arizona 19. St Louis 13, OT

N V Giants 24, New England 20
Baltimore 23 Pittsburgh 20
Open: Carolina Detroit, Jacksonville.
Minnesota
Monday's Game
Chicago at Philadelphia 8 30 p m
Thursday, Nov. 10
Oakland at San Diego, 8 20 p m
Sunday, Nov. 13
Buffalo at Dallas, 1 p.m.
Denver at Kansas City. 1 p.m.
Washington at Miami, 1 p.m.
St Louis at Cleveland, 1 p.m.
Arizona at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Tennessee at Carolina. 1 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, 1 p.m.
Houston at Tampa Bay. 1 p.m.
New Orleans at Atlanta. 1 p.m
Jacksonville at Indianapolis, 1 p.m.
Baltimore at Seattle, 405 p.m.
N `I Giants at San Francisco, 415 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago. 4 15 pm.
New England at N Y Jets, 8:20 p.m_
Monday, Nov. 14
Minnesota at Green Bay 8,30 p m
National Hockey League
All Times EST
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
OT
GP W L
3
15 9 3
Pittsburgh
4
2
8
14
Philadelphia
3
13 7 3
N Y Rangers
1
12 6 5
New Jersey
2
4 5
11
N Y Islanders
Northeast Division
GP W L OT
1
14 9 4
Toronto
13 8 5
Buffalo
7
1
15 7
Ottawa
2
13 5 6
Montreal
7
0
5
12
Boston
Southeast Division
L OT
GP W
0
12 9 3
Washington
2
7 5
14
Tampa Bay
3
13 6 4
Florida
3
14 5 6
Carolina
2
14 5 7
Winnipeg
Westem Conference
Central Division
GP W L OT
3
14 8 3
Chicago
2
13 7 4
Nashville
1
12 6 5
Detroit
0
13 6 7
St Louis
14
2 11
Columbus
Northwest Division
L OT
GP W
2
13 8 3
Edmonton
13
3
3
7
Minnesota
1
6
7
14
Colorado
1
15 7 7
Vancouver
13 6 6
Calgary
Pacific Division
OT
GP W L
0
13 10 3
Dallas
13 7 4
2
Phoenix
1
12 7 4
San Jose
4
13 6
3
Los Angeles
3
5
14
6
Anaheim
NOTE: Two points for a win, one point
for overtime loss.
Saturday's Games
Buffalo 3. Ottawa 2, SO
Pittsburgh 3. Los Angeles 2. SO
Boston 7. Toronto 0
New Jersey 3. Winnipeg 2, OT
N Y Islanders 5.. Washington 3
N Y Rangers 5. Montreal 3
Philadelphia 9. Columbus 2
Detroit 5, Anaheim 0
Minnesota 2, St. Louis 1
Phoenix 4. Edmonton 2
Nashville 4. San Jose 3, OT
Sunday's Games
Tampa Bay 4. Florida 3. SO
Dallas 5 Carolina 2
NY Rangers 3. Winnipeg 0
Vancouver 6. Chicago 2
Calgary 2, Colorado 1
Monday's Games
NV Islanders at Boston. 7 p m
Los Angeles at San Jose. 10 30 p m
Tuesday's Games
Winnipeg at Buffalo. 7 pm
Florida at Torinto. 7 p m
Dallas at Washington, 7 p.m.
Carolina at New Jersey. 7:30 p m
Edmonton at Montreal. 730 p.m
Colorado at Detroit. 7.30 p.m
Chicago at St. Louis, 8 p.m,
Minnesota at Calgary, 930 p.m.
Nashville at Los Angeles. 1030 p.m

Do You Have

Trouble Hearing in Restaurants?
The New Mini Mic from Resound may
solve your hearing in noise problem:

Michael Stone. BC-HIS

'Serving The Area for Over50 Years"

Resound is a world leader in hearing technology. Stone-Lang is proud
to announce that they are an authorized provider of Resound products.

1880 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday - Friday • 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Call today for information and Special Sale Pricing!
Offer expires 12/9/2011

TIRES
'Michelin 'Goodyear •Kumho
•Toyo 'Firestone 'Yokohama

GREAT SERVICE
•Transmission Flush
.Alignment
•Coolant Flush
•Brakes
'Belts, Hoses
'Shocks 'Struts
•AC Service

Elizabeth Vickery BC-HIS

FREE HEARING TEST with this coupon
Otter Expires 12,9 2U11

LIMITED TIME OFFER CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT

1-270-753-8055
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STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270-753-8055
Visit our website at www.stonelang.com
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